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EDITORS NOTES: 

Welcome to the Autumn edition of 2016; This edition mainly contains the information 
about the AGM but there is also an articles on diesel emissions, new cars and lost 
money since abolition of tax disc. 

The committee is always on the lookout for people who can give interesting talks at 
one of our meetings. If anybody knows of anyone who can give a talk or have any 
suggestions for the subject of a talk then please contact any committee member 

A WARM WELCOME TO OUR NEW MEMBERS 

Pradeep Rajapakse 

USEFUL WEBSITES 

http://seniorsdriving.caa.ca/ - A Canadian site providing tips and a practical 
assessment for older drivers. 

https://www.gov.uk/check-mot-history-vehicle - As it says a government website to 
check mot history and thus mileage etc. 

WHY IS IT CALLED 6.6? 

Did you know at 30 miles per hour you are travelling at 6.6m every half a second?  
This means if it takes you half a second to react, you have travelled another 6.6m – 
that is why planning is better than reacting.  6.6 magazine’s title reminds readers of 
this fact.   

 

The Colchester Group of Advanced Motorists is a Registered Charity - No. 1049474 and is affiliated to the Institute of 
Advanced Motorists Ltd. 

DATA PROTECTION ACT 1998: Colchester Group of Advanced Motorists advises members that their personal 
details; name, address and telephone number, are held on computer.  Members are assured that these details will be 

used only for Group administration purposes and will not be passed on to any third party. 

The views and opinions expressed in this newsletter are those of the individual writers and do not necessarily reflect 
those of the Colchester Group of Advanced Motorists or the Institute of Advanced Motorists Ltd. 

 

John Holmes  

Editor   

http://seniorsdriving.caa.ca/
https://www.gov.uk/check-mot-history-vehicle
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MEETING REPORTS 

JUNE 

This was a night of practical manoeuvring with a very good attendance of 
Associates.  

 

Pat set up a path requiring reversing 
around a cone before reversing into the 
garage, unfortunately the cone was 
squashed a few times but that is the 
benefit of the practice. Next came a 
session on parallel parking a 
demonstration of parking a Smart car 
and then reversing into a supermarket 
car park 

 

A very useful session with a request for another session planned for September. 

 

JULY 

The meeting started with the AGM with the existing committee members who stood 
re-elected. The position of membership secretary was not filled. 

This was followed by John McCabe, a Colchester town guide giving a very 
interesting virtual tour of Colchester. There were lots of photographs including 
Jumbo, the house where twinkle twinkle little star was written and the castle. 
Although some people may know some of the story there is always new information. 
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John McCabe giving 
his virtual tour of 
Colchester. 

This was followed by a buffet with a selection of sandwiches and sausage rolls. 

 

Some of 
the food 
at the 
AGM 

 

 

AUGUST 

Pat gave a training session on roundabouts with a reminder to give way to the right 
on entry and give way to the left on exit. The twelve o'clock rule was mentioned so 
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that exit before twelve o'clock use left lane otherwise use right hand lane. However 
be aware of local markings and also as an advanced driver either lane can be used 
provided it is safe to do so. 

Next was steering traditionally the push pull method was promoted but others are 
now accepted provided they are safe and you are in control. 

 

Barry Avis 
receiving his 
certificate from Pat 
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CHAIRMAN'S REPORT 2016 IAM COLCHESTER GROUP  

 

We are still here a year on.  As with most groups that I have spoken to, we all seem 
to be having very similar problems, that is recruiting new members that will stay 
within the group and it is you members that keep our group going with your regular 
attendances, thank-you for turning up once again. 

As always our group wouldn't run efficiently without a great committee, behind it, 
striving to do its best for the group. Thank-you all. 

Unfortunately  we are losing our Membership Secretary Heather who has done a 
sterling job, for a long time and put up with all the hassle from Chiswick to supply 
the correct information when it has been needed, she feels she has been knocking 
her head against a brick wall. A new computer system should be on its way 
apparently. Thank-you Heather for all your hard work, I will miss you because I 
know the job would be done. 

I think we are on our third or maybe our fourth Regional Officer, who I believe 
should be staying. We are still one of the last groups to embrace the new Observer 
Training Regime. Having been to a recent meeting to accept the system, I feel that it 
will be beneficial for both Associates and Observers. Hopefully I will continue to 
liaise with our new Regional officer to sort out training for all our Observers once I 
have received the latest manuals, both Observer and Associate. 

One person who isn't a member of the group but we are very grateful to, for  solving 
our speaker problems on a fairly regular basis is Heathers husband John, who is 
also hear tonight to talk to us. I would like to think he uses us as practice. Thank-
you John.  

I have been fighting with myself in recent months, as to whether I should step down 
as your Chairman, then I thought to myself, what am I going to do with myself one 
Tuesday a month or once a week or fortnight with an Associate. So if you'll have 
me, I will stay on for another year. 
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HON SEC REPORT 2016 

This year the Institute of Advanced motorists celebrated its 60th birthday, it was 
formed in 1956 and has spent those 60 years making our roads safer by improving 
driver and rider skills through coaching and education. 

To coincide with the 60th anniversary the IAM rebranded to IAM RoadSmart with a 
brand new website and logo ( show logos)  

The resulting new identity, IAM RoadSmart was selected as the strongest 
performing brand name, with a logo,  The logo is derived from a winding road with a 
dynamic horizon line symbolising progression and forward movement. The core 
brand colours change from red, associated with safety, to a bright and appealing 
blue and dark grey, unique in the motoring space. Brand photography captures the 
essence and joy of motoring from the motorist’s perspective, so the view of the road 
ahead, a glance in a rear view mirror or the setting of a sat nav are all captured 
through the eyes of the driver or rider. 

The idea behind this change is to unite all the programmes and companies under 
one umbrella. 

Over the course of 2016 and 2017, IAM RoadSmart will launch new training 
programmes covering topics including eco driving, motorways, risk management, 
driving in unfamiliar places and built-in vehicle technology.   
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TRIP TO HENNEY SWAN 

Eight of us met up on Sunday 12th June 2016 at Sudbury for a trip down the River 
Stour and lunch at the Swan, Little Henney.   
 
The weather was a bit overcast and as we boarded the two boats run by the Stour 
River Trust it started to rain a bit but that did not detract from the good time and 
conversation on the boats and the knowledge of the crew members which was 
brilliant and all were  very helpful and I am sure we all learnt a lot. 
  
After the crews expertly navigated the locks on the River Stour we got to the Swan 
at Little Henny and were met by one more of the group who had come by car and 
after a short walk across the greensward outside the pub we enjoyed a lovely 3 
course meal with coffee and tea. 
 
We reluctantly left the pub as we were advised that there was a time slot to get onto 
the boats (I believe because of the locks) but in the knowledge we were to have a 
good trip back to Sudbury, which we did. 
 
Despite the overcast and slightly inclement weather we all left to go home having 
had a lovely day on the River Stour and a very enjoyable meal with good company. 
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CLEANER DIESELS, SO LONG AS THE SUN IS SHINING 

Diesel car tests by the UK, French and German governments in the wake of the VW 
scandal answered some questions but raised many more. 

In official tests, cars are gently accelerated to 30mph (50kph) and then slowed down 
several times on rollers in a laboratory. This is then repeated to faster speeds. All 
diesel cars passed. The UK testers then reversed the order, starting with the faster 
part. 

The VW group car did not recognise this as a test and failed, the other cars still 
passed. This is good news, but when driven in the same way outside, nitrogen 
oxides in the exhaust doubled in 33 of the 38 cars and some emitted over five times 
more. It seemed that the colder the weather, the more exhaust pollution. 

To examine this, the German investigation included the standard laboratory test, but 
at 10C instead of the normal 20-30C. Less than 20% of the cars passed. This 
temperature anomaly had also been noticed in tests on seven cars in Norway last 
year. The extra pollution was not connected with the engine starting in the cold. 

Manufacturers responded that the exhaust clean-up was restricted when driving in 
colder weather to protect the engine from condensation, but the International 
Council on Clean Transport concluded that this is unnecessary until temperatures 
drop below 5C. 

The UK’s health burden from nitrogen dioxide is estimated as 23,000 deaths 
annually, but we now learn that exhaust clean-up on most diesel cars made after 
2009 is only optimised for driving on warm, sunny days. 
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NEW CAR DEMAND LEVEL IN JULY AFTER POSITIVE START TO 2016 

Passenger car demand sees small increase in July as UK registrations rose by 
0.1%. 

Demand for AFVs remains healthy up 24.7% but still small market share. 

Monthly car registrations level off after record 2015 and strong early 2016 growth. 

UK new car registrations experienced a moderate increase in July, up 0.1% for the 
month, according to figures released today by the Society of Motor Manufacturers 
and Traders (SMMT). 1,599,159 new cars have been registered so far this year, 
putting demand in the year-to-date 2.8% higher than for the same period in 2015 
following a strong first quarter. 

July followed the trend seen throughout this year whereby lower private registrations 
were offset by fleet purchases, which increased by 5.0% this month. Demand for 
alternatively fuelled vehicles remained remarkably strong with 24.7% more 
registrations compared with the same month in 2015. 

Mike Hawes, SMMT Chief Executive, said, “After a healthy start to 2016 and record 
registrations in 2015 the market is showing signs of cooling. The automotive market 
is a vital part of the British economy and it’s important government delivers the 
economic conditions which instil business and consumer confidence. With low 
interest rates, attractive finance options and exciting new models coming to the 
showrooms, the market still has lots to offer customers.”   
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DVLA ANNUAL ACCOUNTS SHOW A £93M LOSS IN REVENUE FOLLOWING 
THE ABOLITION OF THE PAPER TAX DISC 

Revenue from vehicle excise duty has fallen by £93m in the year following the 
abolition of the paper tax disc, the Driver and Vehicle Licensing Agency’s newly 
published annual report and accounts show. 

The DVLA’s accounts show revenue from vehicle tax fell from £6.023bn at the end 
of March 2015 to £5.930bn a year later. The loss has proved to be even greater 
than the Government’s own estimate of £80m over the course of 2015. 

A year ago the Department for Transport conducted a roadside survey which 
projected that about 1.5% of all vehicles on the road were unlicensed – the 
equivalent of about 560,000 vehicles – a rate of 1.4% unlicensed vehicles, 
compared with 0.6% in 2013 – or the equivalent of 210,000 vehicles. 

As a result the Department's statisticians estimated a loss to the exchequer of 
around £80 million. In Great Britain specifically they estimated annual losses would 
rise from £35m in June 2013 to £78m in June 2015. 

In order to understand the true extent of the evasion problem, the RAC believes 
another roadside survey of unlicensed vehicles should be carried out this summer – 
a year earlier than it would normally be undertaken – so the Government can get an 
up-to-date assessment of the evasion situation. 

RAC spokesman Simon Williams said: “It is worrying that the reduction in revenue 
from vehicle tax has exceeded the Government’s own estimate. Some may argue 
that a £93m loss is only £13m higher than expected, this represents an increase of 
£58 million on the corresponding period before the tax disc was abandoned and far 
exceeds the £10 million savings arising from no longer issuing tax discs. This loss is 
a significant sum and one that merits further investigation. 

 “While there are several factors which may have adversely contributed to a 
reduction in revenue including unfamiliarity with the new system and greater 
numbers of ‘cheaper to tax’ low carbon emission vehicles being taxed, we need to 
fully understand how great a part evasion plays. We therefore urge the Department 
for Transport to carry out another roadside survey of unlicensed vehicles this year to 
fully assess the untaxed vehicle situation. If this were to find that the number of 
untaxed vehicles is still at the same rate as when the last survey was conducted or, 
worse still, has increased, then action needs to be taken urgently to counter this.” 

In September 2014 the RAC estimated the Treasury could lose up to £132m** on 
top of the £35m the DVLA said was lost from evasion the year before, making for a 
total loss of £167m. This was based on vehicle tax evasion following a similar path 
to the number of uninsured drivers of which there are believed to be around one 
million illegally using Britain’s roads. 
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 “Now that paper tax discs have disappeared from the windscreen of vehicles, 
payment is logged within the DVLA database and the country’s network of 
automatic number plate recognition cameras are relied upon to catch motorists who 
avoid paying – deliberately or not, together with a debt collection agency which is 
used to chase non-payers. 

 “As these same cameras are also used to catch uninsured drivers, of which there 
are estimated to be over a million, we felt it was reasonable to model the number of 
car tax evaders on this figure which showed us that lost revenue from evaders could 
increase dramatically. 

 “It would be extremely worrying if we were to find that car tax evasion has 
increased from the 560,000 figure estimated in June 2015. We just hope that this 
doesn’t prove to be the tip of the iceberg and that the figure does not keep on rising, 
especially as the DVLA had predicted the new system would lead to savings of 
£10m.” 
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GB ROAD DEATHS ‘FAIRLY STABLE’ – DFT 

Britain is in a period where the number of road deaths is ‘fairly stable’, with most 
annual changes relating to ‘random variation’, according to the DfT’s annual report 
The report, published on 30th June, shows that 1,732 people were killed in reported 
road traffic accidents in Great Britain in 2015 - the second lowest on record after 
2013. 

Although this represents a decrease of 43 fatalities (or 2.4%) from 2014, the report 
says that ‘natural variation’ explains the reduction.  

The DfT says in statistical terms the number of fatalities has remained unchanged 
since 2011. There were 45% fewer fatalities in 2015 than a decade earlier in 2006 
and 4% fewer than the 2010-14 average. 

The report says there has been ‘no clear trend’ in the number of fatalities since 
around 2011 but, prior to that, and particularly during 2006-2010, the general trend 
was for fatalities to fall.  

Since 2010, most of the year-on-year changes are either explained by ‘one-off 
effects’ such as extreme weather conditions, or ‘natural variation’.  

With regard to seriously injured casualties, in 2015 there were 22,137 – again the 
second lowest annual figure behind 2013 and 2.9% lower than in 2014. The DfT 
says this decrease is ‘statistically significant’ and ‘more likely than not reflects 
genuine changes on British roads’.  

The number of casualties of all severities (186,209) is around 4% lower year-on-
year, and also the second lowest level on record.  

A total of 140,086 personal-injury road traffic collisions were reported to the police in 
2015. Of these, 1,618 resulted in at least one fatality. 

The figures lead the DfT to conclude there have been ‘statistically significant 
decreases in the number of people seriously and slightly injured (but not killed) in 
road traffic accidents between 2014 and 2015’.  

The report goes on to say: ”This indicates that there are a number of factors that 
have combined together to improve some aspects of safety on Britain’s roads. 
However, it is not definitive evidence of a continued improvement in road deaths.” 

Figure for 2015 published by the Scottish Government show a 3% reduction in all 
casualties, 20% reduction in fatalities, 6% reduction in serious injuries and 2% fall in 
slight injuries. 

Welsh Government figures for 2015 show a 6% year-on year-reduction for both 
personal injury accidents and casualties. There were two fewer deaths on Welsh 
roads while the number of serious and slight injuries fell by 7% and 6% respectively. 
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While Road Safety GB has welcomed the decline in the number of casualties of all 
severities, it has called on road safety practitioners to do more to initiate further 
progress. 

Iain Temperton, director of communications, said: "Putting aside the headline, the 
most welcome aspect of this report is that the number of casualties of all severities 
is around 4% lower year-on-year, and also the second lowest level on record. 

"However, as practitioners we feel that progress is slowing down far too much and 
we need to share all available researched and evidenced best practice. Utilising 
resources such as the Road Safety Knowledge Centre and Road Safety 
Observatory we need to ensure that our ever stretched resources are used in the 
most effective way possible and that we continue to invest in proven schemes of 
work." 

The RAC says it is a relief to see the number of road deaths fall during 2015, 
although it has expressed concern over the rise in motorcycle fatalities. 

David Bizley, chief engineer, said: “It’s a relief to see that fewer lives have been lost 
on our roads than in 2014 which showed a very unwelcome rise on the record low 
level of the year before. It is, however, worrying to see motorcycle fatalities are 8% 
up. “While the latest figures indicate that the 2014 increase was an anomaly, 
concerted efforts are still needed to ensure we do not see any further rises in road 
fatalities in the coming years. 

“We know casualty reduction targets have been ruled out by the Government, but 
simply aspiring to zero road deaths is unlikely to make the difference we need to 
see to bring the figures down further. 

“There are some very clear areas of opportunity to reduce casualties which could 
easily be targeted. These include better traffic law enforcement as roads police 
numbers have fallen 27% since 2010, making the use of handheld phones whilst 
driving as socially unacceptable as drink-driving, lowering the drink-drive limit in the 
rest of the UK to match Scotland’s 50mg of alcohol per 100ml of blood, and finally 
getting to grips with the high level of casualties involving young drivers.” 

“Another straightforward step would be to make automatic emergency braking 
compulsory in all new vehicles.” 

RoSPA has also wecolmed the fall in fatalities. Kevin Clinton, head of road safety, 
said: “We are pleased to see that fatalities and injuries have dropped since 2014, 
but the longer-term trend seems to be showing stagnation, so they are not falling 
steadily as they were before 2011.“This means that we need to do more to get back 
on a long-term downward trend – these accidents don’t have to happen.” 

However, IAM RoadSmart says while 2015 was a good year, the lack of real 
progress in the last five years is unacceptable. 
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Neil Greig, director of policy and research, said: “Five years of flat lining on road 
deaths is unacceptable. Whilst 2015 was a relatively good year the huge gains in 
road safety made in the past now seem a distant memory. 

“The government must show more leadership to really drive down road deaths in 
the future. Key trends still show the increasing risk to vulnerable road users, 
particularly motorcyclists, and big increases in fatal crashes involving vans and 
lorries. The rise in goods vehicle related deaths is worrying and is probably linked to 
the surge in van sales and use on Britain’s roads. 

"IAM RoadSmart supports police campaigns to crack down on those driving for 
business, but we also need more firms to step up the plate and take occupational 
road safety more seriously.” 

Along similar lines, Brake has warned the government to guard against 
complacency when it comes to people lives the safety of the UK's road network. 

Lucy Amos, research advisor for Brake, said: “While we welcome the reduction in 
road deaths and serious injuries in 2015, the government figures released today 
reveal the danger of complacency. 

"Although slight reductions have been achieved, we must remember that no road 
death is acceptable and we should not compromise when it comes to people’s lives 
and the safety of our roads. 

"Vehicle traffic has been steadily increasing for the past few years; action must be 
taken now to prevent the numbers of vehicles overwhelming safety measures. 

"The increase in motorcycle deaths last year is a clear indicator that something 
must be done now to secure the safety of vulnerable road users in particular. This is 
why Brake is calling for the reintroduction of ambitious casualty reduction targets to 
act as a driving force for the fight against road death and injury at the national level.” 

Richard Owen, a director of Road Safety Analysis, said we are in a period of 
'significant change' in road safety performance. 

He said: "It is clear now that the last five years have marked a significant change in 
road safety performance which is markedly evident when compared to the 2005-
2009 period which saw large casualty reductions.  

"A closer inspection of the data does identify where progress can be kick-started, 
especially with regard to certain road user groups.  

"Vulnerable road users (and especially motorcyclists) are not benefitting from the 
casualty reductions seen for vehicle occupants and the focus should turn to 
preventing fatal and serious injuries in these groups. There is already strong 
evidence of how reductions can be achieved through implementing safe systems 
and future casualty reduction must rest on implementing well-evidenced 
interventions." 
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ASSOCIATE INFORMATION 

The observed drive is not the only aspect of training, the training meetings are 
equally important and much essential information is obtained from them. Associates 
are reminded that attendance at these is mandatory and also demonstrates their 
commitment to the idea of advanced driving and the Colchester group.   

While you are waiting to start the practical side, please read your copy of PASS 
YOUR ADVANCED DRIVING TEST. This will mean that when you do start you'll 
have a good idea of what's involved.  If you want to ask any questions please feel 
free to give me a call, otherwise I am usually at the group meetings and will be 
happy to talk to you there. 

Would all associates taking the test please let their observer know what the 
test date is and let me know the result. You may think HQ Test Examiners keep 
us informed, but it is not part of their brief so we will not know otherwise. Many 
thanks. 

Our list of Observers 

Pat Corps * Louisa Davenall 

Ralph Young* Ian Scott-Thompson 

Brian Davies Sarah Woodcock 

*DENOTES SENIOR OBSERVER 

  

CONGRATULATIONS 

Barry Avis passed his test on 13th July his Observer was Louisa 

 

 

Brian Davies  

Associate co-ordinator 
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CONTACT DETAILS 

Colchester Group of Advanced Motorists - President: Ralph Young 

 

COMMITTEE    

 
Chairman 
Pat Corps 

  

 

 
Honorary secretary  and 
Deputy Chair 
Robert Jezierski 

  

 
 
Membership secretary 
  

  
 

 
Honorary Treasurer 
Robert Murray 

  

 

 
Associate/Observer 
Coordinator 
Brian Davies 

  

 

 
Webmaster  
Rob Wilson  

  

 

 
Newsletter Compiler 
John Holmes 
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Events co-ordinator 
Barry Alexander 

  

 

 
Minutes secretary  
Louisa Davenall 

  

 

 
Catering 
Ann Hardwell 
 

  

 

Shop & Raffle  
Ronald O’Hare 
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EVENTS 

All evenings are for all members and associates, these will be held at:  

Marks Tey Parish Hall  
Old London Road. 
Marks Tey,  
Colchester 
CO6 1EN 

All meetings will be held in the small room 

except June which is likely to be 

held in the council chamber 

 

It is a requirement for associates to attend training sessions to enable them to be 
familiar with advanced driving techniques and skills, prior to, and alongside their 
observed drives. It is also important that those of you who have already passed your 
advanced test attend, to further your skills as an advanced driver. 

2016  

September 20th Practical manoeuvring weather permitting 

October 2nd Driver experience day at Fords test track Dunton 

October 18th Group meeting training night  

November 15th Group meeting details to be finalised 

December 20th Group meeting training night  

2017  

January 17th Group meeting - Chairman's quiz 

February Group meeting training night 

March Group meeting details to be finalised 

April Group meeting training night 

All meetings in small room start with tea and coffee 

Training nights start at 7:30 and may include a raffle;  

Other night’s doors open at 7:30 for an 8:00 start and include the buying of raffle 
tickets. AGM evening will start at 7:30 


